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WITH THE RASHBA SPIN-ORBIT INTERACTION
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The ee t of Rashba spin-orbit intera tion on the super urrent in S  2DEG  S proximity jun tions is investigated in the lean limit. A generalization of Beenakker's formula for Andreev levels to the ase of spin-orbit
s attering is presented. Spin-orbit-indu ed splitting of Andreev bound states is predi ted for an innite-width
jun tion with nonvanishing normal ba ks attering at SN interfa es. However, a semi lassi al average of the
Josephson urrent is insensitive to the Rashba oupling as long as the ele tron-ele tron intera tion in 2DEG is
negle ted.
PACS: 74.50.+r, 74.25.Sv, 71.70.Ej

1. INTRODUCTION

Josephson jun tions of two super ondu tors via
two-dimensional ele tron gas (most usually implemented in the Nb/InAs/Nb stru tures) were a tively
studied both experimentally and theoreti ally, see,
e.g., [16℄. A generi feature of all these devi es is
strong redu tion of the experimentally measured produ t I RN with respe t to the theoreti al predi tions.
In parti ular, this dis repan y is known for short jun tions with high-quality SN interfa es, demonstrated
by measurement of a nonsinusoidal urrentphase relation [6℄. At the temperatures mu h below T , the
parameter I RN  0:22 mV was measured in Ref. [6℄,
to be ompared with the Niobium super ondu tive gap
  1:5 meV. It therefore seems natural to look for
some ee ts that were not taken into a ount in the
existing theory, see, e.g., [7, 8℄, but ould be responsible for su h a drasti suppression of the riti al urrent.
An obvious andidate to be explored is the Rashba
spin-orbit intera tion [9℄ HR = [  p℄  n, known
to exist in the 2DEG stru tures due to the updown
asymmetry of the quantum well (here, n is the
unit ve tor normal to the plane of the 2DEG). In
the InAs heterostru tures, this term is espe ially
large (see Ref. [10℄), leading to the band splitting
R = 2 pF  5 meV, i.e., is onsiderably larger than
* E-mail:

olgadimitp.a .ru

the Niobium super ondu tive gap. Therefore, it seems
natural that taking the Rashba term into a ount might
be important for the analysis of the Josephson urrent
in these devi es. In this relation, we also note paper [11℄, where it was shown that persistent urrents
in mesos opi metal rings should be strongly modied
by spin-orbit oupling, whi h seems to indi ate the existen e of a similar ee t on the Josephson urrent.
However, it is frequently assumed that the spin-orbit intera tion annot inuen e the proximity ee t
in super ondu tive stru tures, be ause it respe ts the
time-reversal invarian e. But this argument is not
valid when the riti al Josephson urrent is onsidered, be ause the presen e of a urrent already violates
the time-reversal symmetry. More detailed arguments
seem to ome from re ent papers [12, 13℄, where the effe t of both the Rashba oupling and the Zeeman magneti eld on the riti al urrent of SNS jun tions
was onsidered. In both these papers, it was found that
in the absen e of the Zeeman term, the Rashba intera tion (if treated within the simplest model of equal
Fermi velo ities on both hiral bran hes) totally anels out from the equations for Andreev levels. We
show, however, that this an ellation is not generi ;
rather, it is due to dierent simpli ations used in the
papers mentioned: a model of ompletely transparent
SN interfa es was employed in Ref. [12℄, and a purely
one-dimensional model was used in Ref. [13℄.
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It is shown below that in the general ase where
some normal ba ks attering at an arbitrary in iden e
angle o urs at the SN boundaries, the spin-orbit oupling does ae t the energies of the Andreev levels and
the super urrent they arry on. We show that the spinorbit intera tion ee t an be understood as being due
to modi ation of the transmission hannels dened
by the s attering matrix S that des ribes the jun tion
properties in the normal state. For a model jun tion
with an innite length (or periodi boundary onditions) in the dire tion transverse to the super urrent, a
spin-orbit splitting of transmission eigenvalues is found,
whi h results in splitting of ea h Andreev level into a
pair of spin-polarized levels, with a phase-dependent
energy dieren e ÆE (). We note that ÆE (0) = 0, in
agreement with the time-reversal invarian e restored
in the absen e of the phase bias. The idea that the
Andreev levels an be spin-splitted due to the spinorbit oupling was proposed in Ref. [14℄ for a narrow
(few- hannel) jun tion. The spin-orbit ee t we disuss in this paper is dierent from the one presented in
Ref. [14℄.
In this paper, we onsider the simplest two-dimensional model of a ballisti S  2DEG  S jun tion (see,
e.g., Ref. [8℄) of an innite width in the lateral dire tion
transverse to the urrent ow, see Fig. 1. We negle t
possible potential barriers at the SN interfa es, assuming that the normal ba ks attering is due to a Fermi-velo ity mismat h only, and onsider ballisti ele tron propagation along the 2D stru ture between super ondu tive terminals. In Se . 2, we show that in the
short-jun tion limit (jun tion length L  0 = ~vF =,
where vF is the Fermi velo ity of 2DEG), the positions
of the Andreev levels an be expressed via the transmission eigenvalues T of the full s attering matrix S in preisely the same way as was found by Beenakker [16℄ for
jun tions with spin-independent s attering. In Se . 3,
we then present al ulations of the s attering matrix
S for the simplest two-dimensional model of a ballisti S  2DEG  S jun tion (see, e.g., Ref. [8℄) of innite
width in the lateral dire tion transverse to the urrent ow, see Fig. 1. We expli itly demonstrate the
spin-splitting of the transmission probabilities T (py )
for the transmission hannels hara terized by the momentum omponent py . We then show that the distribution fun tion for the transmission probabilities
P (T ) oin ides with the one dis ussed by Melsen and
Beenakker [18℄ in the absen e of spin-orbit oupling.
In Se . 4, we derive an expression for the Josephson
urrent of a short jun tion and demonstrate that the
average urrent is insensitive to the Rashba oupling.
In Se . 5, we go beyond the short-jun tion limit: we

Two-dimensional SNS jun tion
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Two-dimensional model of a super ondu tor/Rashba 2DEG/super ondu tor Josephson jun tion
innite in the dire tion perpendi ular to the urrent
(along the y axis). The Rashba 2DEG region has a
thi kness L; m/mn is the ee tive mass and vs /vn is
the Fermi velo ity in the S/2DEG; ' is the angle between the velo ity dire tion of a quasiparti le and the
x axis in the 2DEG region; n is a unit ve tor normal to
the plane of the 2DEG
Fig. 1.

derive an equation for spin-splitted Andreev levels for
the jun tion with an arbitrary L=0 ratio and demonstrate that their ontribution to the average (semi lassi al) super urrent is insensitive to the spin-orbit oupling. Se tion 6 is devoted to the dis ussion of the
appli ability of our results to S  2DEG  S jun tions of
nite width and possible ways to dete t spin-splitted
Andreev levels. Finally, in Se . 7, we present our onlusions and dis uss open problems; in parti ular, it is
proposed that the a ount of the ele tron-ele tron intera tion together with the Rashba oupling might be
able to explain the Josephson urrent.
2. SPECTRUM OF ANDREEV LEVELS

The ex itation spe trum onsists of the positive
eigenvalues of the Bogolyubovde Gennes (BdG) equation,

= [ + U ℄ u + v ;
(1)
= [ + U ℄ v + u ;
where (U  ) = g^ (U (; )) g^ , and are spinor
indi es, g^ = i^y is a metri tensor in spin spa e,
 = p2 =2m EF is the kineti energy of a quasiparti le
 u
 v
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(energies are measured relative to the Fermi energy),
and
!

u(r ")
u (r) =
;
u(r #)
u = g^ u ; u = u g^ ;
U (; ) = U   :

(2)

In our model, in the normal region (mapped as Rashba
2DEG in Fig. 1), the operator U = [  p℄  n is
the spin-orbit intera tion, whi h preserves the timereversal invarian e. In super ondu tors, the Rashba
term is absent, U = 0. The super ondu ting gap  is
assumed to be a step-like fun tion: it is equal to zero
in the normal region and its modulus jj is onstant
and has the same value in both super ondu tors.
The equation that relates the ex itation spe trum
of the Josephson jun tion to the s attering matrix in
the normal state S was derived in Ref. [16℄:

det[1
where

rhe Se ()reh Sh ()℄ = 0;

rhe = rA ; reh = rA ;
!
ei=2
0
rA =
0 e i=2 ;
= e i ar os(=);

(3)

tering in the spa e of hannels in ident (ree ted) on
the left and right NS boundaries, =2 are the phases
of the left (right) super ondu tor, and Se(h) is the ele tron (hole) s attering matrix of the normal state.
When no spin-dependent s attering is present, the
normal s attering matrix Se is trivial in spin spa e,
i.e., proportional to the unit matrix ^0 . Furthermore,
in the short-jun tion limit L  0 , the s attering matri es Se;h are independent of energy, and, moreover,
Sh = Se . Therefore, Eq. (3) an be transformed to
an expli it solution
[16℄ for spin-degenerate Andreev
q
levels, j =  1 Tj sin2 (=2), where Tj is the j th
eigenvalue of the transmission probability matrix T^ y T^
(eigenve tors of this matrix dene s attering hannels).
Below, we show that a solution of the same kind an
be obtained when the spin-orbit s attering is present.
In the presen e of the spin-orbit intera tion, the
s attering matrix in (3) be omes spin-dependent but
still obeys the time-reversal invarian e. This allows
generalizing Beenakker's derivation for the Andreev
levels in a short jun tion [20℄ using the following set
of relations for the S-matrix:

129, âûï. 4, 2006

SSy = 1; ST ( py ) = g^T S(py )^g;
(5)
Sh(; py ) = g^T Se ( ; py )^g;
where the supers ript T  denotes the full matrix

transposition. The rst relation in (5) is just the unitarity ondition, the se ond follows from the time-reversal
invarian e (we here used the time-reversal transformation of the wavefun tions t r (py ) = g^  ( py )). Finally, the third relation in (5) is due to a spe ial symmetry of the BdG equations: h (; py ) = g^T e ( ; py ).
It is important to note the sign hange of the parameter py in the se ond and the third relations above:
when all s attering states are hara terized by a onserved momentum (py ), the time- onjugation operation
involves omplex onjugation and the py ! py inversion, be ause time reversal of the s attering matrix
should hange the sign of px only, while keeping py
inta t. In other words, the additional py ! py operation is needed due to the use of s attering hannels
hara terized by omplex eigenfun tions proportional
to eipy y . In al ulations of this kind, a real basis of
transmission hannels is typi ally used, in whi h ase
su h an additional operation is absent.
Using relations (5), we an transform Eq. (3) to the
form

det 1 g^T Se(; py )^grA





(4)

rhe is the Andreev ree tion matrix for the e ! h s at-

òîì

rA g^T Se ( ; py )^g

= 0:

(6)

For a short onta t L  0 , we negle t the energy dependen e of the s attering matrix in Eq. (6) and obtain
a se ond-order equation for 2 , whi h results in the solution

s; (py ) = 

r

1 Ts (py ) sin2 2 ;

(7)

where  =  and Ts (py ) are transmission probabilities  the eigenvalues of the matrix T^ y T^, depending on
the spin index s =  and the onserved momentum py .
In general, T+ (py ) 6= T (py ), and therefore four nondegenerate Andreev levels orrespond to ea h py value,
as shown in Fig. 3 below. We note, however, that the
full family of Andreev levels still ontains pairwise degenera y within our model. Namely, degenera y exists
between states with py = jpy j. Below, we onsider a
spe i example of the s attering problem relevant to
S  2DEG  S stru tures, and al ulate the Ts (py ) eigenvalues.
3. S-MATRIX AND TRANSMISSION
EIGENVALUES

We are interested in spe i spin-orbit ee ts and
hen e onsider the simplest model of SN boundaries,
744
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Two-dimensional SNS jun tion

assuming that normal ele tron ree tion is due to the
Fermi velo ity mismat h only, vs 6= vn (where vs and
vn are the respe tive Fermi velo ities in the super ondu tive metal and in the 2DEG). An additional sour e
of ree tion due to an ee tive potential barrier at the
interfa e (see, e.g., Ref. [8℄) an be present, but does
not ae t our results qualitatively. Be ause the ee tive mass mn in the 2DEG diers strongly from the
ee tive mass m in the metalli super ondu tor (typially, mn =m  0:03 for 2D stru tures with InAs), the
dieren e of these masses should be taken into a ount
expli itly. Our rst goal is now to nd the ree tion/transmission amplitudes on single SN interfa es
(for the normal state of the super ondu tive metal S).
We follow Ref. [15℄ and use the ontinuity equations
that follow from the S hrödinger equation with a spa edependent mass m(x) and spin-orbit parameter (x),


p^x
m(x)

(x)



jSN = 0 ;

jSN = 0;

(8)

where F jSN denotes F (x = L=2+0) F (x = L=2 0)
for the left interfa e ( f. Fig. 1) and similarly for the
right interfa e lo ated at x = L=2. We let PF = mvs
and pF = mn vn denote the respe tive Fermi momenta
in the S metal and in the 2DEG; usually, pF  PF ,
whereas vs and vn are of the same order of magnitude.
Below, we assume that the parameter =vn  1 measuring the relative strength of the Rashba intera tion is
small in omparison with the Fermi-velo ity mismat h,
i.e.,  jvs vn j. Under this ondition, the ree tion
amplitudes at ea h of the SN boundaries are determined by the ratio vn =vs only. Then the ree tion and
transmission amplitudes are trivial in the spin spa e,
r 1 . For an in ident wave in oming
e.g., !
r1 =Æ !
from x = 1, the ree tion and transmission amplitudes on the left (1) interfa e are

2 ;
w 1 !
!
; t1=
r1=
1+w
1+w

(9)

where w = vnx =vsx is the ratio of the x- omponents of
the ele tron velo ities, with vnx = vn os ' and vsx =
= vs2 (mn=m)2vn2 sin2 '1=2  vs . Here, ' is the
angle between the velo ity dire tion and the x axis in
the 2DEG; we note that vsx is very lose to vs for
any angle ' be ause (mn =m)2  1. The other ree tion/transmission amplitudes are determined as follows:

r2=!
r 1;

r1=!
r2=

t2=!
t 1;

2w
!
r 1; t 1 = !
t2=
1 + w:

:::

The total s attering matrix S of the S  Rashba
2DEG  S jun tion in the normal state, formed out of
the single boundary amplitudes, Eq. (9), is given by
(similar equations an be written for T^2 and R^ 2 )

1
1 r 1(S^l) 1 !r 2S^r !t 1;
(11)
r 2 S^r 
R^1 = t 1 (S^l ) 1 !
i 1
h
t 1+!
r 1;
r 2 S^r !
 1 r 1 (S^l ) 1 !
where R^ and T^ are the ree tion and transmission
T^1 = !
t 2 S^r

h

i

blo ks of the s attering matrix,

S =

R^1 T^2
T^1 R^2

!

;

(12)

and the subs ript 1 in the amplitudes R^ and T^ in
Eq. (11) indi ates that the equations are written for
the ase of an ele tron propagating from left to right.
The matri es in the spin spa e S^r(l) des ribe spin rotation during the ele tron propagation a ross the 2DEG
region with the Rashba oupling between the two S
N boundaries. The expli it form of these matri es an
be obtained by transformation of the plane-wave eigenmodes with a denite hirality to the spin basis with a
denite Sy proje tion,

S^r = ei [ os A i sin A sin '^x +i sin A os '^z ℄ ;
(13)
(S^l) 1 = ei [ os A
i sin A sin '^x i sin A os '^z ℄ ;

where  ()

k
A

= k()L, with k() = k + m=k and
= pF os ', is the main semi lassi al phase and
= mn L= os ' is the additional phase due to the

spin rotation by the Rashba oupling. Within our approximation =vn  1, the whole ee t of the Rashba
oupling is ontained in the phase A, whi h is not small
if the length L of the jun tion is omparable with or
larger than the spin-rotation length L0 = ~=mn .
For further onvenien e, we dene a new parameter x = lg[(1 + w)=(1 w )℄, where w is dened after
Eq. (9). Then, ombining Eqs. (11) and (13), we obtain the transmission matrix as

with

(10)
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T^1 = T0 + T1 ^x + T3 ^z ;
T^2 = T0 + T1 ^x T3 ^z

(14)

T0 = t sh(x i ) os A;
T1 = it h(x i ) sin A sin ';
T3 = it sh(x i ) sin A os ';

(15)
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0:5

1

sh x
:
i ) + sin2 A sin2 '

(16)

0:7

(17)

0:6
0:5

sin  sh(x i) ;
R0 = t h x sin2 A sin2 ' i
sh x
i
(18)
R1 = t sin 2A sin ';
2
i
R2 = t sin2 A sin 2':

Ts

The spin-splitted transmission eigenvalues Ts ,
as fun tions of the angle of propagation
of the quasiparti les inside the 2DEG, plotted for
a realisti S  2DEG  S jun tion with the parameters
7
7
vs

m/s, vn

m/s, m
me ,
4
mn
: me , mn =~

m 1 , and
L
nm. For these parameters and for the value
of the super ondu ting gap
: meV: (1) the
length of the onta t L is shorter than the oheren e
length, 0 ~vs =
nm; (2) the Rashba velo ity
is mu h smaller than the Fermi velo ity in the 2DEG,
=vn  : ; (3) the system is in the semi lassi al
limit, pF L=~
mn vn L=~  ; (4) the spin-orbit
splitting
pF  : meV is larger than the superondu ting gap ; (5) the SN interfa es are almost
transparent (vs =vn  : ), whi h allows a large experimental value of the riti al urrent

Fig. 2.

s
'

2

where the phase



= 5 10
= 5 10
 = 14

=  = 330
0 03
=
2
33

14

(19)

dened by

os = 1 2 sin2 ' sin2 A

= 1,

= 7 10
= 0 035
= 190

We now use Eqs. (14) and (15) to obtain the transmission probabilities as the eigenvalues of the matrix
T^ = T^y T^,

2

'

0:9



sh x
T (; x(')) = sh2 x + sin
2 (  =2) ;

1

0:8

R^1 = R0 + R1 ^x + R2 ^y ;
R^2 = R0 + R1 ^x R2 ^y
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The ree tion matrix R^ is given by

with
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(20)

is due to the Rashba intera tion. Equation (19) expli itly demonstrates spin-splitting of the transmission
eigenvalues T . We note that = 0 and the splitting
is absent for traje tories with ' = 0, whi h is the ase
of a purely 1-dimensional (single- hannel) onta t [13℄.
In the absen e of normal ree tion, i.e., at x ! 1,
all transmission eigenvalues are equal to unity and the
spin-orbit ee ts disappear as well [12℄.
The spin-orbit ee t on T redu es, a ording to
Eq. (19), to the shift  !   =2 of the main semi lassi al phase, in agreement with the result in Eq. (1) in
Ref. [11℄. An example of the dependen e of the transmission eigenvalues T on the in iden e angle is shown
in Fig. 2. An important point to mention is that this
dependen e is even with respe t to the  !  ree tion, f. Eq. (20). This symmetry is a tra e of
the Kramers degenera y, whi h is known to exist for the
transmission eigenvalues dened within the real basis of
s attering states (we note that the proof of the Kramers
degenera y of transmission eigenvalues is by far more
ompli ated [17℄ than of the original Kramers theorem
for the degenera y of energy levels). We hara terize s attering states by omplex traveling waves eipy y ,
whi h leads to violation of time invarian e. Therefore,

=

30

"s =

1:0
0:5

0
0:5
1:0

0

1

2

3

4

5

6



The four spin-splitted Andreev levels s ,
as fun tions of the super ondu ting phase
dieren e , plotted for a value of the angle of
propagation '
= , and for realisti S  2DEG 
7
S jun tions with the parameters vs

m/s,
7
7
vn

m/s,

: 
m/s, m
me ,
mn : me , and L
nm
Fig. 3.
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Two-dimensional SNS jun tion

the Kramers theorem is not appli able to our model
and spin splitting demonstrated in Eq. (19) may o ur.
It follows from Eq. (19) that a semi lassi al average
of any physi al quantity that an be expressed as a sum
of terms ontaining individual T variables (i.e., does
not ontain ross-terms like T+ T ), is independent of
the spin-orbit oupling. Indeed, al ulation of any average quantity in our model involves integration over the
momentum omponent py parallel to the interfa es (or
over the propagation angle ', dened as py = pF sin ').
The integrand, as a fun tion of ', ontains fast os illations with the hara teristi s ale 1=pF L and relatively
slow dependen e on os '. It is onvenient rst to average over fast os illations by going to the probability
distribution of transmission eigenvalues dened as

entral result in this paper. We an now al ulate the
Josephson urrent [16℄ as

I () =

I () =

(21)

P' (T ) =

2T p1 T T th2 x

:

(22)

As the simplest example, we next onsider al ulation
of the average ondu tivity of a jun tion in the normal
state. It an be written as

G = GQ

=2
Z
=2

Z

os ' d' T P'(T ) dT :

(23)

The universality of the distribution fun tion P' (T )
leads to the independen e of the average ondu tan e
G, as well as of other quantities that an be expressed
through this distribution fun tions, from the spin-orbit
phase A (we re all that we negle ted weak ee ts of
the order of =vn  1). We note on e again that the
above simple onsiderations annot be applied to al ulation of any quantity that is not additive as a fun tion
of dierent transmission hannels, i.e., whi h ontains
produ ts of dierent transmission eigenvalues.

2~ Zsin  

X Ts (py )
s;+ ()
th
 L2ydp~y
2T :
s=1 s;+ ()

(24)

e

2~

+Z=2
=2

d'

os ' 



 P'(T ) dT r T sin   
1 T sin2 2
Z

Clearly, the presen e of the  phase shift does not
alter the form of the probability distribution, whi h is
of the same form as onsidered, e.g., in Ref. [18℄ and
independent of the spin-orbit oupling:

thpx

e2

Equation (24) is appli able to the temperaturedependent Josepshson urrent in the short-jun tion
limit. In the semi lassi al limit pF L ! 1, the average
Josephson urrent an be al ulated with the use of
the distribution fun tion P' (T ) given by Eq. (22) as
follows:

Z

P' (T ) = Æ(T T (; x(')) d:

:::

r

 1 T sin2 2
:
 th
2T

(25)

Equation (25) demonstrates the independen e of the
average Josephson urrent from the spin-orbit oupling.
Su h an average urrent is a meaningful hara teristi
of a jun tion with both lateral sizes mu h longer than
the Fermi wavelength, L; Ly  ~=pF .
Os illations of I as a fun tion of the ele tron density were dis ussed theoreti ally in Ref. [8℄ within the
model very similar to the present one (but without
the Rashba oupling). It was argued that os illations
should appear due to the presen e of normal resonan es
in a double-barrier stru ture, like the ones des ribed in
our Eq. (19) as a fun tion of  = pF L os '. A strong
spin-rotation ee t expe ted at L  L0 produ es an
additional phase  1, whi h leads to splitting of the
resonan es as a fun tion of pF L. As a result, at L  L0 ,
the os illations dis ussed in Ref. [8℄ have a twi e shorter
period and redu ed amplitude.
5. SPECTRUM EQUATION AND CURRENT
FOR THE JUNCTION OF AN ARBITRARY
LENGTH

4. JOSEPHSON CURRENT

Equation (7) for the Andreev levels together with
Eq. (19) for transmission eigenvalues onstitute the

In this se tion, we nd equations determining the
Andreev levels for an arbitrary length of the onta t,
with the main purpose to demonstrate that the semilassi al average of the Josephson urrent is independent of the spin-orbit oupling for any L=0 ratio. Here,
747
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we use an alternative method of al ulation: instead
of expressing the Andreev levels via the transmission
eigenvalues, we use dire t mat hing of the wavefun tions obeying the BdG equations in the 2DEG and both
super ondu tive regions. To simplify the al ulations
in this se tion, we onsider the model with equal ee tive masses, mn = m.
Eigenfun tions of the BdG equation for the
S  2DEG  S jun tion an be represented as 8-dimensional ve tors, be ause they ontain three two-dimensional blo ks: i) ele tron and hole omponents, ii) two
spin proje tions, and iii) two dire tion of momentum
along the x axis, px = pF j os 'j. Mat hing onditions for the wavefun tions on both SN interfa es
onsist of 16 s alar equations that relate 8 wavefun tion omponents in the 2DEG region to 4 omponents
in ea h of the super ondu tive terminals (in the ase
of subgap Andreev levels, whi h de ay exponentially
into the bulk of super ondu tors). The next step is
to redu e this system of 16 equations to 8 equations
that ouple 4 + 4 = 8 amplitudes of wavefun tions in
super ondu tors. The solvability ondition for this
system of 8 linear equations is equivalent to the ondition of vanishing of the orresponding determinant,
g(; ) = 0, whi h is equivalent to the one dened in
Eq. (6). After some tedious al ulations, the equation
g(; ) = 0 an be transformed to the form

g(; )  g+(; )g (; ) = 0;
where

g(; ) =

os2

where the parameter

Q

p

os  1

Q2 sin ;





os E + 2 ar os  = os :
(28)
For a relatively short onta t with 0 < E  1, we

expand Andreev spe trum equation (26) in powers of
the small parameter  = mL=k and nd the rst orre tion to the result (7) obtained in Se . 2 in the limit
as  ! 0,

 = 

r



1 T sin2 2 1 T3=2 sin 2 th x



; (29)

where T are dened in Eq. (19).
In the general ase of an arbitrary length of the
onta t, spe tral equation (26) is too ompli ated to
be solved expli itly for the energies of the Andreev levels. Moreover, one should remember that for a jun tion
with an arbitrary L= ratio, the ontinuous part of the
spe trum (s attering states) ontributes to the Josephson urrent as well as the lo alized levels we have onsidered. However, the total Josephson urrent ( arried
by both the lo alized Andreev levels and the ontinuous part of the spe trum) an be found following the
method in Ref. [21℄, in terms of the spe tral fun tion
g(; ) itself.
We use Eqs. (I.9), (A.48), and (A.49) in Ref. [21℄,
modied in our ase due to the presen e of the spin
splitting and the ontinuous s attering hannels hara terized by the transverse momentum py . Therefore,
the total urrent ontains an integral over all py ,

Itotal () =

X Z dpy X
 ln gs (i!; );
= Ly 4~e T
s= 2 ~ !n >0

is dened in Eq. (20),

presen e of the Rashba intera tion, the Andreev levels are generi ally spin-splitted for the onta t of an
arbitrary length.
In the limit of vanishing spin-orbit intera tion
= 0, as well as for ele tron traje tories with
py = ' = 0, spe trum equation (26) redu es to the
standard equation os2 = Q with a two-fold degenerate (due to the spin) solutions. In the spe ial ase
of ideally transparent boundaries pF = PF , general
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spe trum equation (26) also redu es to the standard
equation os2 = Q, whi h then simplies to

(26)

4k2K 22 ( os + os ) ;
Q = os +
(K 2 k2)2 (2 2)
(27)
p 2 2 + E;
= 2 ar tg (K 2 + k22kK
)  
with E = 2mL=k being the energy-dependent part of
the phase  (). Equations (26) demonstrate that in the

òîì

(30)

where the summation ranges over positive Matsubara
frequen ies ! = 2T (n + 1=2), n = 0; 1; : : :
In the semi lassi al limit (LpF  1), the al ulation of the integral over py in Eq. (30) an be simplied
by the same method that was used in the last part of
Se . 3. Namely, we rst average over the period of fast
os illations of os   os(kL) at a xed angle ' and
R

then do the integration over '. The integration d : : :

0

in Eq. (30) leads to the result that does not ontain the
spin-orbit phase :

Itotal () =

= Ly pF ~4e2 T
748

X

=2
Z

!n >0 =2

d'


os ' pj1 QQ2j ;

(31)
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where Q  Q( = i!n ; ) in a ordan e with Eq. (27),
and we took into a ount that dpy = pF os ' d'.
Equation (31) demonstrates that the semi lassi al average of the Josephson urrent through the S  Rashba
2DEG  S onta t is independent of the Rashba oupling onstant, and this result is valid for an arbitrary
Fermi velo ity mismat h and arbitrary length of the
onta t. We note, however, that this result is valid as
long as the ele tron-ele tron intera tion in the 2DEG
region is negle ted.

6. DISCUSSION

The above results were obtained for a model of an
innitely long jun tion in the dire tion perpendi ular
to the urrent, in the ase where the motion along the
y axis was ompletely determined by the waveve tor
py of the orresponding plane wave due to the translational invarian e. An obvious generalization of su h a
model system would be a jun tion with periodi boundary onditions in the y dire tion. In this ase, all our
results would stay inta t, up to repla ement of ontinuous py by the dis rete set of waveve tors pn = 2n=Ly .
Although somewhat exoti for SNS jun tions, su h a
geometry does not seem to be impossible if we take
the re ent advan es in fabri ation of ompli ated InAs
stru tures into a ount, f., e.g., [22℄. Usually, however,
the S  2DEG  S stru ture is of a nite length Ly in the
y dire tion with losed boundary onditions, and therefore the hannel eigenstates are hara terized by standing waves  the mixtures of plane waves eipy Ly and
e ipy Ly . In the presen e of the Rashba term, the dire tion of the ele tron momentum is oupled to the dire tion of its spin, and hen e determination of the orre t
standing-wave eigenstates is nontrivial. The major effe t of a nite Ly  L0 is the existen e of a dis rete
set of transmission hannels, N h = 2Ly =F , where F
is the Fermi wavelength of the 2DEG. However, some
qualitative ee ts of losed boundary onditions then
o ur: be ause a real basis of s attering states is then
used, the Kramers theorem for the transmission eigenvalues [17℄ be omes appli able. This means that for
losed boundary onditions and in the short-jun tion
limit L=0 ! 0, no spin splitting of the Andreev levels
may o ur. In other terms, in a losed (in the y dire tion) system, the Rashba oupling modies transmission eigenvalues but does not split them. How an we
re on ile this with a natural idea that for very long Ly ,
the type of boundary onditions should not be important? The point is that the total Andreev spe trum of
the system is doubly degenerate for the periodi bound-
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ary onditions as well as for the losed ones. In the rst
ase, the degenera y is due to the symmetry of T (py )
under the py ! py ree tion, whereas in the se ond
ase, it is due to the Kramers theorem. In order to
obtain a global Andreev spe trum without degenera y,
the time-reversal symmetry should be broken. In parti ular, this happens if a nonzero L=0 ratio is taken
into a ount, as reported in Ref. [14℄. Another possibility might be related to an open sample geometry
like the one used in Ref. [5℄, where an additional urrent an be passed in the dire tion transverse to the
super urrent.
The individual Andreev levels ould possibly be observed experimentally by mi rowave spe tros opy or
by measurement of the tunnelling ondu tan e into
the 2DEG region from an additional point-like jun tion. One version of the former type of experiment
was proposed theoreti ally, for a single- hannel jun tion, in Ref. [19℄. In this ase, the resonant frequen y
is very high, of the order of =~, be ause the only
possible transitions are between the positive and negative Andreev levels. This frequen y is about 0.4 THz
for Nb terminals ( onsiderably lower frequen ies an be
found in the ase of a very small ree tion probability,
1 T  1 and a phase dieren e   ). In manyhannel jun tions, the energy spa ing between neighboring Andreev levels is redu ed as Æ  =N h , but it
is usually (without the spin-orbit oupling) impossible
to observe mi rowave-indu ed transitions between levels belonging to dierent ondu tion hannels. The reason is the momentum onservation: dierent transmission hannels are hara terized by dierent waveve tors
py =~, whi h are spa ed by =Ly , whereas the photon
wavelength ph = h =Æ is mu h longer than Ly , their
ratio is of the order of (EF2DEG =)( =vn )  104 . It
seems possible that this sele tion rule will not be ee tive in the onsidered situation with the Rashba oupling, whi h modies ondu tion hannels onsiderably
at Ly  L0 . The point is that ondu tion hannels will
then be dened in the entangled spa e of orbital and
spin variables, and therefore there seems to be no reason for the vanishing of the inter- hannel photon matrix
element. However, this question ertainly needs further
investigation.

7. CONCLUSIONS

We investigated the dependen e of the Josephson urrents in lean S  Rashba 2DEG  S proximity
jun tions on the Rashba spin-orbit intera tion. We
have generalized the Beenakker formula for the An749
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dreev levels to the ase of spin-orbit s attering and
found that for an innitely wide jun tion (in the dire tion transverse to the urrent), the Andreev levels
are spin-splitted. This result is in agreement with papers [12; 13℄, where the ee t of the Rashba spin-orbit
intera tion on the super urrent was studied either in
the ase of the absen e of normal ba ks attering at the
interfa es (pF = PF ) [12℄ or in the one-dimensional
ase [13℄. We have shown that the semi lassi al average
of the Josephson urrent is insensitive to the Rashba
oupling as long as the ele tron-ele tron intera tion in
2DEG is negle ted.
Our results therefore show that the a ount of the
Rashba spin-orbit intera tion for the usual model of
a SNS jun tion without the ele tron-ele tron intera tion in the normal region is not su ient to explain
the experimentally observed strong suppression of the
I RN parameter with respe t to its theoreti al value.
We believe that to explain this suppression, the ele tron-ele tron intera tion should be taken into a ount
together with the spin-orbit ee ts. We note that
ele tron-ele tron intera tions in both density-density
and spin-spin hannels are not weak in 2DEG stru tures.
A related open problem is to nd the average spin
polarization hSy i in the 2DEG region, whi h is expe ted to exist at a nonzero super urrent in the S 
2DEG  S stru ture due to symmetry onsiderations,
see, e.g., Ref. [14℄. We note that in the presen e of the
ele tron-ele tron intera tion, a super urrent-indu ed
average spin polarization will indu e an ee tive Zeeman eld that may strongly modify the Andreev levels
as well as the Josephson urrent.
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